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nice to meet you!
about the author james becerra

With over 10 years of experience, I
have

consulted

100's

of

people

looking for a solution to their aches,
pain and stiffness. With this I knew
that there had to be a better way to
get people out of pain!
This is how our unique approach and
treatment methods at Switch have
developed. Under the guidance of my
mentor Guru Gav, I have provided the
methods and answers for people
looking for a fast and effective way to
end neck pain and stiffness.
I

have

previously

worked

with

professional and semi-professional
football teams and also have a
regular

column

in

the

local

newspapers.

james becerra
ceo | physio
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switch is
committed to
getting you out of
pain and moving
the way you are
meant to.

introduction
How many times have you been let down by the fact that
your pain keeps coming back and no one can tell you why?
As a Health Practitioner it is really embarrassing to admit,
that for a long time I suffered with Neck Pain! For a long
time I had believed that I was in pain due to my job or it
was because I didn’t stretch enough. The worst part was,
when I first started as a Health Practitioner that's what I
told my clients.

"nothing happens
until the pain of
remaining the same
outweighs the pain
of change"

After the pain just kept coming back I made it my goal to
find out the real reason it kept coming back and didn't
take the mundane information I was told before as a good
enough reason.
In this book I will show you the 5 Mistakes you are making
that contribute to your neck pain coming back. By
correcting each of these mistakes you will have the ability
to know the cause of your pain and how to correct it.
They’re in no particular order, and they all have only one
thing in common: They all work.
Over the last decade, I’ve been able to narrow down what
really does and doesn’t work when it comes to easing
neck pain.
So here’s my challenge to you… now that you have this
knowledge in your hands, take time every day to try out at
least one of these 5 strategies.
I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised by how much better
and healthier you will feel for doing so.
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the 5 mistakes that cause
your neck pain
to keep coming back
1
2
3
4
5
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sitting for too long

looking down at devices
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1.Your pillow hates you

You spend a third of your life on your pillow, and its not even supporting
you. On average we sleep 8 hours per day. To gain maximum function
out of your body and mind it needs the 8 hours to revitalise and provide
you with the capacity to spend the next 16 hours tackling your life.
When your pillow is old or not the right fit you are putting high amounts
of stress into your neck for a third of your day. Now think about it, that
is a third of your life spent on your pillow and if it's not the pillow for
you its putting you through hell.
How to make sure the pillow is right for you:
1. Pillow needs to match the position you sleep
2. Pillow height is the difference between your head and the bed
3. You need to change your pillow regularly! If you have had your pillow
for longer than 18 months, it's time to change.
.
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2.Sitting for too long

No matter what job you have we are all culprits of

spending too much time sitting. Now you may be
thinking “but i'm standing all day in my job” or you
are straight out worried what i'm about to say next
because you spend another third of your day
sitting.

"We should not sit for longer
than 30 - 45 minutes at a
time. Set yourself a reminder
to get up and move every 30
minutes
to prevent fatigue in your
muscles."

No matter which of these you are, if at any stage
during the day and on multiple occasions you are
sitting for 30 mins or more...then you are sitting
for too long.
Our body is designed to move! Extended periods
of sitting challenges our body to the point that it
actually starts to over work. Even though you may
think that sitting is easy or not anything like
standing or running all day, the opposite is
happening to your muscles...they are well and
truly upset with you.
When we sit for extended periods our muscles
start to fatigue and tense, this leads to less
nutrients and oxygen flowing through the muscles
to keep them fresh and strong to work. The longer
we leave it or the more we sit the worse our
muscles react, this creates tension and stiffness
in the muscles especially in the neck.
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3.Looking down
at devices
Our generations greatest feat is also
our worst enemy.
Think for a moment how much we rely
on devices. Our lives have become so
much simpler by having any number of
devices so easily accessible and so
user friendly. On the other hand, none
of these devices were designed to be
user friendly to our neck.

hold and support the weight of our
head, but if we are constantly moving

The mechanics of our body, especially

the head off the spine, then the

our head were not designed to be

muscles of the neck are needed to help

looking down at our hands all the time.

support the head. They can only do so

Our head is the single heaviest part of

much until they fatigue, stiffen and

our body, when we look down at our

become painful.

devices were are asking the neck to
help support this huge heavy ball. Think

How to stop your neck getting pain

of it this way, your head is bowling ball,

from devices:

your neck is a matchstick... the poor

1. Bring the device up to your eye level

matchstick.

2. Limit the timeframe of device use,
take a break

The trade off is that our spine is able to
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4.Overloading
the muscles
Strength

is

a

measure

of

power,

stability is a measure of endurance.
Our head sits on top of our shoulders
all day long!!! The muscles in the neck
that help hold it in place need to be
stable and keep the head there for a
long time, this is endurance.
For too long now strength exercises

the

point

that

have been given to anyone with neck

efficiently.

pain to help get the muscles stronger.

muscles is to provide the spine stability

The problem with that is that they are

to hold the head in position and allow it

already strong, they hold the heaviest

to move in different directions.

The

they
aim

of

can’t

work

the

neck

part of the body up all day long. So by
doing strength based exercises for the

The key to prevent the muscles of the

neck we are actually shortening the

neck from overloading is to stop

capacity of the muscles to work for a

putting more tension and power into an

long time (endurance).

area

that

needs

stability

and

endurance. Focus on keeping the head
Strength exercises for the neck are

in the right position and working

actually contributing to the problem

efficiently.

and then overloading the muscles to
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5.Stress
Have you ever wondered why you never have neck pain when your on holidays?
Many will say its because they aren't sitting at their desk or they aren't looking at the
computer all day. Whilst not doing as much of these do help, the fact of the matter is
our body isn't that good at just switching off the pain because your not looking at a
computer screen. What we don't take into account is that when we are on holidays our
stress levels are significantly reduced and the relaxation of the holiday releases
hormones into our body that reduce stress.
When we are stressed the following happens, we get agitated and anxious, this leads to
poor breathing, poor circulation to the muscles and nervousness. When we dont breath
and are nervous we tense our muscles and reduce the supply of oxygen and good
nutrients to our muscles. Our muscles then are not able to do the things we ask of them
and start to cause us pain. Now I can’t proclaim to have a solution to reduce stress, its
not in my field of work, but I see it day in and day out people who are stressed hold
their stress in their neck and as a result get pain.
The things we can control to improve the neck pain from stress are:
1. Take a deep breath
2. Take regular breaks in the day
3. Have a relaxation strategy (meditation, yoga, hobbies, sport)
.
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bonus section: the best
exercises for neck pain
child's pose

This is a yoga exercise that is perfect for taking
pressure off the tight and sore muscles in the
neck. Use this exercise regularly through out
the day to mobilise the shoulders, elongate the
upper back and stretch the tight muscles.
Hold this pose for 30-45 seconds, with deep
breathing all the way to the core, come out of
the position and sit back onto your haunches
and then repeat the pose again.
core strength and breathing

This is a great exercise that incorporates yoga,
core strengthening and helps decrease the
ergonomic load on the spine and neck form your
daily activities. Another great exercise to add to
your routine ensuring the focus is on the core
strength and spine position.
Get into the tabletop position, elongate the
spine and deep breath all the way to the core.
Challenge yourself by extending out an arm or
leg, making sure you hold the spine position.

“the reason I exercise is for
the quality of life I enjoy.”
kenneth h cooper
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the end neck pain and stiffness checklist
essential steps to help

daily list

upgrade list

set my timer

check how long

set a timer to 30 minutes, to remind me

i've had my

to get up and move!

pillow
if it's longer than 18 months, then time

morning stretch

to change

complete my morning stretch routine

get an
exercise's

ergonomic

complte my exercise and yoga routine

assessment

to protect my back

have the load on my spine assessed for
work and home

afternoon
stretch

book a holiday

complete my afternoon stretch routine

you deserve it! and what better way to
de-stress

heat pack at the
end of the day
10 minutes on, 10 minutes off for 1
hour whilst watching TV
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all good things
come to an end
conclusion

So, there you have it: 5 mistakes (plus big exercise bonus tips) that you can change
TODAY to improve your posture, general health, as well as Ease Your NECK Pain. Neck
Pain is difficult to deal with, we completely understand. Our team are on hand to help
you through the pain and show you the cause of the problem.
In the weeks ahead I’ll be sending you even more tips and advice on how to restore your
active and healthy lifestyle and will share with you how Physiotherapy can make a huge
difference to your life.
I hope this is the beginning of a great, long-term relationship where myself and my
colleagues from the Switch Team become the source of leading edge health advice for
you and make a real difference to your life.

james becerra
ceo | physio
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locations:
penshurst
maroubra
concord

p: 02 9585 8844
e: ebooks@weareswitch.com.au
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